NETWORK OPTIMIZATION: IT’S WHAT WE DO.

If your network isn’t in tip-top shape, productivity may flatline. And with new demands like virtualization, cloud computing, and mobile devices, keeping your network fit is more challenging than ever. We get it. And we have the people, the partners, and the plan to boost resiliency and keep workflow moving.

WE’VE GOT THE PEOPLE.

ACCOUNT MANAGERS
Our account managers are highly trained in the nuances of new network optimization products. Serving as a single point of contact, they’re dedicated to understanding your organization’s unique needs.

SOLUTION ARCHITECTS
Our solution architects have a deep understanding of the networking landscape and will work with you to select the best solution based on your infrastructure’s needs and IT environment.

NETWORKING ENGINEERS
From the initial assessment and planning to implementation, maintenance and beyond, our network engineers will be there to help configure your network and answer any questions throughout its lifecycle.

WE’VE GOT THE PARTNERS.

BROCADE
Brocade FastIron WS Series switches are entry-level enterprise campus switches that provide cost-effective connectivity, PoE for VoIP, and a rich feature set for optimizing the network all the way to the edge.

SWITCHES AND ROUTERS
Switches and routers are the building blocks for all communications, from data to voice and video to wireless access. They can improve productivity, security, and customer service, all while trimming expenses.

HP NETWORKING SOLUTIONS
HP Networking Solutions deliver networks that are more efficient, more reliable, easier to manage and that are ready for the future, all while providing a better user experience.

JUNIPER
Juniper’s EX Series Ethernet switches provide a foundation for fast, secure and reliable delivery of applications that support strategic organizational processes with improved operational efficiency, business continuity and agility.

WE’VE GOT THE PLAN.

We’re built to support you every step of the way. From assessment and design to implementation and ongoing network management, we’re here for you throughout the entire process.

NETWORK HEALTH CHECK
Our engineers can check your network’s performance to determine where you should optimize. We’ll leave you with a report and recommendations on how to improve your organization’s resiliency, performance, and security.

COMPLETE PRODUCT OFFERING
We have everything your network needs, including routers, switches, WAN accelerators, load-balancing software, application delivery controllers and so much more. Our experts can recommend the right product mix for your organization.

SECURITY ASSESSMENTS
We can perform a variety of security assessments to see where your network’s vulnerabilities lie. Then, we’ll provide steps for remediation to help guarantee a secure connection from any access point.
CASE STUDY: Nothing But Net

When the Houston Rockets stepped up to host the NBA’s 2013 All-Star Weekend, their arena’s unreliable switches were at the end of their life. So they turned to CDW for an assist. We updated their network with 50 new Cisco Systems switches just two weeks before tipoff, scoring availability and reliability for today, plus scalability for the future.

See how we did it at CDW.com/rockets

WHITE PAPER: Diagramming the Network

As today’s networks are faced with trends like mobility, virtualization and cloud computing, network administrators are faced with rethinking their routers and switches. In addition to choosing the right products, IT pros must understand current design trends, best practices and top protocols to help make the most of what they have today and to help build for tomorrow.

Get the full story at CDW.com/routersWP

PARTNER CERTIFICATIONS AND AWARDS

- Brocade Partner of the Year, Campus Networking – 2012
- Brocade Elite Alliance Partner
- Brocade Alliance Partner Network Sales Certified
- Brocade Certified Networking Professional
- Brocade Certified Networking Engineer
- Brocade Certified Layer 4/7 Engineer
- Brocade Certified Fabric Administrator
- Brocade Certified Fabric Professional
- Cisco Gold Certified Partner
- Cisco Global Partner of the Year – Commercial – 2012
- Cisco Americas Partner of the Year – US – 2012
- Cisco Advanced Borderless Network Architecture Specialization
- Cisco Advanced Routing & Switching Specialization
- Cisco Advanced Wireless LAN Specialization
- HP Networking Elite Partner
- HP Master Accredited Systems Engineer – Network Infrastructure
- HP Master Accredited Systems Engineer – Wireless Networks
- HP Master Accredited Solution Expert
- HP Accredited Platform Specialist – Networking
- HP Accredited Systems Engineer – Wireless Networks
- HP Sales Certified – Networking
- HP Preferred Business Partner
- HP Advanced Networking Specialist – 2012
- HP Advanced Sales Certified – Enterprise Networking
- Juniper Growth Partner of the Year – 2012
- Juniper Elite Partner

SEE FOR YOURSELF.

Go to CDW.com/network or call 800.800.4239 to speak to an account manager.